NAN Ranch
Faywood, New Mexico

Phone: Headquarters 575-288-5368
       Headquarters Managers: Lois and William Dasher, 575-545-2878

Address: HC 71, Box 1295
          1362 Highway 61
          Faywood, NM 88034

Driving Directions from Silver City:

- Take US 180 east from Silver City
- Turn left (NE) onto NM 152 at Santa Clara (some maps still call it “Central.”)
- Follow NM152 just past San Lorenzo;
- Turn right (S) onto NM 61
- Take NM 61 along the Rio Mimbres past mile marker 14.
- Look on your left for a stone wishing well and the entrance pictured above, and a big steel water tank (not pictured).
- Sign above entrance reads “El Rancho Nan / Y-Bar Ranch”
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